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Why will there be such an increase in demand 
for machining t i tanium in the coming 

years? 
Because aircraft of the near future will use 

dramatically more of this metal.
Indeed, Steve Lovendahl of Boeing points out 

that the company’s 787 aircraft has more titanium 
content than all previous Boeing aircraft models 
put together. Meanwhile, the competitor to this 
aircraft is just as full of titanium, while new military 
aircraft have significantly more titanium, too. When 
all of these airplanes enter full production, the 
demand for titanium parts will far outstrip the 
amount of titanium machining capacity that exists 
in the aerospace supply chain right now. 

For machining suppliers, titanium therefore 
presents a clear opportunity. 

Yet Mr. Lovendahl says many of these suppli-
ers will need to reexamine their methods and 
resources before they can fully take advantage 

What Is The 
Right Machine Tool
 For Titanium?

Rather than start with the machine, says Boeing, start with the tooling.  

For titanium workpieces and other high-value parts, a simple spreadsheet 

of tools and operations might be the most valuable resource for machining 

center selection.

By Peter Zelinski

Aft engine mounts (right) are produced on a machin-
ing center designed for low-frequency dynamic 
stiffness (facing page). Titanium demands attention to 
machine tool characteristics that are otherwise rarely 
considered in many shops.

of the opportunity. That reexamination may point 
to the need for a new machine tool, he says. Shops 
should recognize this. However, it is not neces-
sarily the case that this wil l be an expensive 
machine.

titanium is Different

Mr. Lovendahl is a production specialist at Boe-
ing’s expansive machining facility in Portland, 
Oregon. He and other Boeing engineers here 
focus on challenges related to machining complex 
structures from hard metals, often so that the 
solutions to these challenges can be shared with 
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company suppliers. He says that his own orga-
nization also often wrestles with the question of 
what type or level of machining center is the right 
choice for a given titanium part. 

In the case of a forward engine mount for the 
787, for example, the Portland personnel were 
initially focused on finding the stiffest machining 
center available. This titanium workpiece seemed 
to demand heavy milling—so much so that they 
expected the machine’s stiffness to determine 
how efficiently this work could be done. However, 
an analysis of the best operations for this part—

including some novel cutting strategies—revealed 
that while the torque requirement was certainly 
high, the highest torque that would be required 
still fell within the performance envelope of a 
standard machine that was similar to ones Boeing 
already had in production.

But then came the aft engine mount. This part 
did require an extremely stiff machine. Here, the 
analysis of machining operations revealed the 
need for a top cutting torque beyond what any of 
the candidate machine tools could provide. Machine 
tool builder Mitsui Seiki responded by modifying 
the design of its already heavy-duty HS6A machin-
ing center to meet the torque demand.

Mr. Lovendahl says performing this analysis 
of the needed machine capabilities is key. It’s also 
fairly easy. Machining operations are rated one 
by one, using formulas accessible to any machin-
ist. Where higher-value titanium parts are con-
cerned, he says, this sort of analysis is likely to 
point out the need for a new machine tool simply 
because shops in the aerospace supply chain 
often don’t have the type of equipment that favors 
titanium machining. Instead, they tend to have 
equipment that is tailored to cutting aluminum. 

Titanium is different, he says. 
That might seem like an obvious point, but it’s 

also a vital one. For a large aluminum part, the 
most important machine tool parameters (in addi-
tion to the travels of the machine) are likely to be 
the spindle speed and horsepower. By contrast, 
for a titanium part, the most important parameters 

Boeing’s machining facility in Portland is focused on 
machining challenges related to hard metals, large 
parts and complex structures.

Machining center PerforMance equations  
for titaniuM
Boeing’s Steve Lovendahl suggests calculating 
the required horsepower and torque for each 
cut in the machining process, plus the required 
thrust force for each drilling move.

Horsepower (hp) = ADOC × RDOC × ipm × CT

Torque (foot pounds) = 5252 × hp / rpm

Thrust (pounds) = 0.24 × HBN × D × ipm

Where:
ADOC = axial depth of cut (inch)
RDOC = radial depth of cut (inch)
ipm = feed rate (inch per minute)
CT = power coefficient, 1 hp per cubic inch 

per minute for titanium (Dull tools can increase 
this, and more positive tools can lower it)

rpm = spindle speed (revo lut ions per 
minute)

HBN = Brinell hardness number, 330 for 
titanium 6Al-4V

D = tool diameter (inch)
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become spindle torque and coolant delivery—
along with thrust force for drilling operations. 
Titanium responds to machine tool parameters 
the shop might not have considered before.

“Nobody wants to be the one to go to the boss 
and say the shop needs a new piece of equip-
ment,” Mr. Lovendahl says. Still, he thinks what 
many shops wish to do instead—that is, produc-
ing titanium parts through suboptimal processes 
on machines that already happen to be in-house—
would ultimately be the more costly way to try to 
serve the industry’s changing needs. 

tools first

The analysis aimed at finding the most appropri-
ate type of machine tool actually begins with the 
cutting tools, Mr. Lovendahl says. 

Shops tend to start with the machine instead, 
“tooling up” the machine for that job. For a tita-
nium aircraft component, however (or for any 
other large and challenging high-value part), the 
more productive approach is to first identify the 
tools and strategies that are most appropriate 
to roughing, finishing and drilling that part. The 
shop then sees what kind of machine is sug-
gested by the cutting parameters that go with 
those choices.

The shop shouldn’t have to do this alone, he 
says. Boeing works with suppliers on process 
development. The cutting tool companies them-
selves are also valuable resources. The more 

The Boeing 787 uses 
considerably more  
titanium than previous 
commercial aircraft 
models. Other new 
aircraft use consider-
ably more titanium, 
too. Within the aircraft 
manufacturing supply 
chain, titanium machin-
ing capacity will have to 
expand to meet the need.

knowledgeable cutting tool suppliers can specify 
high-metal-removal-rate tooling appropriate to 
various features of the part, along with the right 
methods and parameters for using those tools 
effectively.

The analysis is straightforward from there. 
Starting with the ideal depths of cuts and feed 

Learn more

www.mmsonline.com

How to machine aircraft titanium
Boeing’s Research and Technology group 
in St. Louis, Missouri, was the source for a 
series of five articles covering tools, tricks, 
tool paths and techniques for machining 
titanium efficiently. To find the first of these 
articles, which includes links to all of the 
others, visit our Titanium Machining Zone. 
Find it at www.mmsonline.com/titanium.

the new rules of Cutting tools
Engaging the cutting tool supplier early in 
the process is one of the key pieces of 
advice offered in this collection of articles 
jointly produced by three cutting tool 
companies. Explore other aspects of the 
new rules of cutting tools at www.mms 
   online.com/newrules.
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rates for the various operations and tools, along 
with material coefficients and a few other inputs, 
the shop calculates the required horsepower and 
torque for each primary machining operation, 
along with the thrust force of each drilling move. 
The result of these calculations might be nothing 
more complicated than a spreadsheet on a single 
page. 

Having this table of data is valuable, Mr. Loven-
dahl says. It provides at least two benefits. One 
is that it simplifies the search for the right machine—
whether that is a new model or one that is already 
in the shop. The numbers show clearly what 
performance the machine will have to deliver to 
be suitable for the job.

Another benefit is that the analysis might reveal 
a single step where the intended list of tools and 
operations ought to give way. It may be, for exam-
ple, that just one line on the spreadsheet shows 
a torque requirement far above the rest of the 
process. Reworking that step might enable the 
shop to apply this otherwise optimized process 
on a far more accessible machine. 

A third benefit comes when no immediately 
accessible machine tool is appropriate, as was 
the case with Boeing’s aft engine mount. Beyond 
a certain threshold, it is not just the torque per-
formance of the spindle that matters, but also the 
system stif fness of the machine as a whole. A 
rigid structure has to support the high-torque 
spindle. Scott Walker, president of Mitsui Seiki 
USA, says addressing Boeing’s requirements in 
this application involved a level of attention to 
low-frequency dynamic stiffness beyond what he 
thinks the design of any other machine tool has 
received. The company refined the machining 
center’s design to damp vibration modes that had 
previously been insignificant, even in aggressive 
cuts. The customization was possible specifically 
because Boeing’s analysis of the operations it 
intended to perform made the performance needs 
clear. The HS6A machines resulting from this work 
are able to achieve the 16-cubic-inch-per-minute 
metal removal rate in titanium 6342 that Boeing’s 
chosen cutting tools and strategies for the aft 

Spindle torque isn’t enough. The total system stiff-
ness of the machine determines how much of that 
torque can effectively be put to use. 

part make possible. The Portland facility now has 
five of these machines—two dedicated to rough-
ing the aft mounts and three dedicated to finish-
ing them.

Close enougH

Mr. Lovendahl says one of the main misappre-
hensions that prevents shops from developing 
the i r  mach in ing processes in  the way he 
describes—specifying machining operations 
first, then choosing the machine—is the belief 
that a process cannot be mapped out precisely 
in advance. Tool wear, to cite just one variable, 
will affect how much torque is really needed for 
a given cut. 

Yet this level of accuracy is not required. While 
choosing the right machine tool is indeed vital, 
the choice is not so exacting.

Rather than choosing precisely the right “fit” 
in a machine tool, the shop wi l l  more l ikely  
find itself choosing among general classes of 
machine in terms of capabilities and performance. 
Any of these “classes” is the right choice in the 
right environment, and all of them can at least 
sometimes deliver high-value parts. Accordingly, 
choosing among even these general levels  
can be di f f icult—with costly repercussions  
for the shop if it chooses either too low or unnec-
essarily high.

In short, the analysis of required machine 
per formance is necessary simply to f ind the 
machine that is in the right ballpark. Without data, 
he says, accomplishing even this much is not easy 
to do. But if the shop is ready to take its game to 
the next level, then finding the right ballpark is a 
logical and crucial step. 

For more information from Mitsui Seiki, enter 
the company name at www.mmsonline.
com/suppliers or phone 201-337-1300.


